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At Safespace24, we are passionate about helping 
mankind and those in need of better living conditions 
and protection, 24 hours a day. We have developed 
a mobile solution that can be brought to those 
in need, as we believe it is critical to establish safe 
spaces in existing homeless communities.

The Safespace24 solution offers privacy and 
begins to build a sense of ownership for their 
cubicle as they personalize their own space with 
pictures of family, friends, and hobbies. We 
believe this is the first key step in preparation to 
move into long-term housing solutions.

Introduction
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The Issue

COVID-19 has added pressures to many areas of our world today. Our homeless 

communities are extremely vulnerable to this virus and we must help them. Much of the 

homeless population on our streets today are in this position not at fault of their own. 

Most are victims of fateful circumstances - most notably the economic impact of the 

Coronavirus itself.

Many of our homeless have untreated health conditions and much greater risk if they 

were to contract the virus. For this reason, many of our homeless are afraid to enter the 

shelters so they return to the streets each night. 

Homelessness + COVID-19
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The Safespace24 Solution

• Allows organizations to bring the solution specifically to the locations where the need 
exists.

• It provides a critical transitional step from the streets to semi-enclosed areas.

• Provides guests with a sense of dignity and improves psychological well-being

• It is an extremely cost-effective process to maximize the funding available.

• Exceptionally fast to deploy and implement.

Quote source: LA Times

Our Compassion Cubicles have been specificly created to reduce the risk of 

exposure to infection and disease for the vulnerable homeless population.
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Our Solutions

The Compassion Cubicle

The Compassion Cubicle +

Compassion Cubicle Family

Single-sided

Single-sided

Single-sided

Double-sided

Double-sided

Double-sided
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Compassion Cubicle Key Features

Physical Distancing
Offers physical barriers to help prevent transmission of COVID-19 and 
provides occupants with the needed confidence to return to the shelters.

Cost Effective
State of the art robotic equipment and superb product design has 
resulted in simplified production to minimize costs.

Privacy
Offers privacy which is so needed in coed shelters, and begins to 
provide a sense of dignity to all in the shelters.  

Infection Control
All hard surfaces for ease of sanitization. Non-porous finishes won’t 
hold viruses or bacteria.

Lead Time
Combining lean manufacturing with state of the art robotic 
equipment allows Safespace24 to dispatch product in as little as 
two weeks.  

Sustainability
95% materials are made out of recycled cardboard and plastics. 
The rest is just ... air! That’s why they are lightweight!
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Case Study

On behalf of BC Housing, the various Operators and clients 

accessing the pods; I would like to express our deepest thanks.  

You’ve truly made a difference assisting vulnerable individuals 

and help them recover/self-isolate during this pandemic.

- Kirstie Tippe,
Manager, Business Support Services

“

”

3
Weeks, Production 

to Install

2000
Compassion 

Cubicles

12
Locations across
British Columbia

48
Hour Service 
Guarantee

http://youtube.com/watch?v=01vWk38xAl8youtube.com/watch?v=01vWk38xAl8
https://www.cheknews.ca/victorias-save-on-foods-memorial-to-become-emergency-response-centre-amid-covid-19-666804/
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